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SPEAK

Powerful presentations
can inspire action

INSPIRE

Confidence is like a muscle
that you can build

LEAD

Effective storytelling is a key
leadership attribute
Presenting skills only improve
by standing up and speaking

People who find their voice
generally find their followers
The power of a speech lies in
the power of the message

7%

Present
Power is a short intensive public speaking
program designed for anyone wanting to improve their
public speaking and presenting skills in order to
enhance their ability to lead more effectively and
connect more memorably.

OF COMMUNICATION
IS THE WORDS YOU
USE. THE REST IS
YOUR PRESENCE
AND YOU HOW YOU
SAY IT.

LEARN BY DOING
This hands-on program provides the "how-to" and the
practical experience so critical to progress. An
atmosphere of professional camaraderie makes each
course a unique learning environment dedicated to
personal improvement and can work as a wonderful
team building experience for delegates to connect
more meaningfully with each other.

THAT IS WHAT
PEOPLE REMEMBER
AND ARE IMPACTED
BY.

BUILD CONFIDENCE
The program provides individuals with tried and tested
habits for building confidence when presenting. From
preparing speeches, to delivering impromptu responses,
the program is designed to improve presenting abilities
session by session.

IT’S A SKILL YOU CAN
LEARN AND MASTER.

The course can be structured from an intensive 2-day
workshop or 4 or 8 sessions as needed. The sessions are
2 – 4 hours long depending on the group size. 5 – 25
people per course is optimum. Present
Power is
facilitated by professional speaker, TEDx presenter and
2021 World Champion of Public Speaking Verity Price.

THE COMPONENTS THAT THE
PRESENT

COMMUNICATION IS A
SKILL THAT YOU CAN
LEARN. IT'S LIKE
RIDING A BICYCLE OR
TYPING. IF YOU'RE
WILLING TO WORK AT
IT, YOU CAN RAPIDLY
IMPROVE THE
QUALITY OF EVERY
PART OF YOUR LIFE.

POWER COURSE INCLUDE

In addition to the basics of delivering powerful
presentations, each session includes short videos of speeches
that demonstrate the key elements learned and applied in
the program.
The program allows participants to apply the skills back to
work presentations and to receive peer feedback in order to
learn and improve.
Participants will gain practical experience in:
•
•
•
•

BRIAN TRACY
•
•
•
•

Organising and delivering prepared speeches
Improving their spontaneous speaking ability
Preparing a number of speeches in quick succession
Learning how to incorporate story into
presentations
Increasing their confidence in front of an audience
Giving and receiving immediate feedback
Learning the Do’s & Don’ts of PowerPoint
Developing their leadership potential

Participants will receive:
• A e-copy of Verity’s book ‘A Step By Step Guide To
Presenting With Power’ to help them prepare for each
session

50%

Despite the huge benefit that being a powerful
communicator gives you, speaking in public remains many
people’s number one fear. As a result they avoid presenting
opportunities and lose out on sharing ideas, inspiring
action or better yet closing sales.

YOUR ABILITY TO
COMMUNICATE
EFFECTIVELY IN
PUBLIC WILL RAISE
YOUR VALUE IN
BUSINESS BY 50%

Or, if they are unafraid of speaking, they might still lack
the skill to connect with their audience and have their
message remembered. Or worse, a badly delivered
presentation inadvertently damages your business or your
opportunity of getting ahead.

This course was more helpful than I imagined – it even
improved my writing. The whole group blossomed from
Verity’s outstanding facilitation, plus the time to practice
our public speaking and storytelling in a safe space! Sue
Ras, WWF

“

WARREN BUFFET

Verity was the highlight for everyone – the students really
embraced the challenge and the improvement over the 6
weeks was mind blowing. The feedback from the students
was incredible! Anne Alessandri, Stellenbosch University
Great training and team building. This course helped me in
providing different methods and ways for delivering an
impactful speech. Leonard, WiGroup

About Verity
Verity Price is a professional trainer, facilitator and keynote
speaker on innovation & strategy.
She has been a member of Toastmasters International since
2011 and is a past Division Director of the Western Cape &
Namibia and is the 2021 World Champion of Public
Speaking. What makes her win extra special is that she is
the first speaker from Africa and 6th woman in history to
ever win this title.
As a professional speaker, she presents across South Africa
and Europe at conferences and events. Past clients include
Old Mutual, Sanlam, DVH, 1st For Women, Laser Logistics,
TEDx Johannesburg, TEDxCape Town and Santam.
She has been delivering presentation skills programs since
2013 and also assists TEDx events with mentoring for their
speakers. As a result, she has worked tirelessly on developing
new material on all things presenting and offers Present
Power courses that combine her Toastmasters knowledge
alongside her professional experience of what makes for a
powerful and impactful presentation.
Her passion is mentoring and empowering people to find
their voice and present with power.
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